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Hardware is cheap – and getting cheaper
Laptops with Microsoft Vista Home Premium and a 15.4” screen:

● Dell – from £350 (from £330 if you buy it with Ubuntu Linux. NB the specifications are not the same.)

● PC World – from £400

● John Lewis – from £500 (They do show one at £380, but it's out of stock)

● Morgan – from £250 ('factory refurbished' – which may mean 'brand new but old model', plus shipping)

Apple machines cost more – but you get more:

● Mini – from £399 (system unit only)

● MacBook – from £699 (13” screen laptop)

● iMac – from £799 (20” screen 'all-in-one' – the 'computer bits' are packed neatly behind the screen.)

Stuff mentioned in the presentation
● Asus Eee PC – £219 RRP for the 4GB model. This ultra-portable laptop is selling as fast as Asus can 

make it. It has a 7” screen, camera, wireless, lots of connectors and runs Linux from a flash drive. 
Applications to handle all the tasks you might need to do are included in the price or are downloadable 
for free.

● eSys AMD 3600 PC Base Unit – £190 from Tesco. Linux operating system, Open Office pre-loaded – 
extra applications downloadable free. Need to add a display and speakers. 

● Everex Cloudbook – will be available from WalMart in the US for $399 from 25 January 2008. 
Another ultra-portable laptop with a similar specification to the Eee PC (but it has a hard drive).

● OLPC XO – One Laptop Per Child is a charity which aims to sell the XO in huge numbers to 
governments. The XO is not a general-purpose laptop – it's designed for education and to be used by 
children. OLPC ran a Give-one, Get-one offer in the USA and Canada. $400 bought two – one to be 
donated, one for you.

But proprietary software is getting more expensive
● PC World's price for Microsoft Office 2007 is a staggering £550 for the 'Ultimate' edition. Other 

versions with fewer programmes cost £430 (Professional), £380 (Small Business Edition), or £330 
(Standard). If you buy the standard edition when you order your new Dell computer, it'll only cost £105. 
U3A members qualify for an 'educational discount' – the Professional edition can be yours for £100, 
including a copy of AVG Anti-virus.

● PC World's price for Microsoft Publisher 2003 is £160. 
But they also sell the Serif desktop publishing package for a much more reasonable £40. 

● PC World's price for a full copy of Microsoft Windows Vista Home Premium is £200 on-line, or £220 
in-store (don't buy the 'Basic' edition – it's crippled). 
An upgrade version is available for £100 (or £64 with an educational discount), but reports are that  
upgrading causes all sorts of problems and a clean install is the only way to go. 

It's not just the cost
Microsoft products have been subjected to a staggering number of security attacks and are still vulnerable to 
many, even if kept fully up to date. Spybot checks for nearly 110,000 signatures. McAfee details more than 
180,000 threats in its library. The BBC reports a new 'stealthy Windows virus' aimed at bank account details: 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/technology/7183008.stm
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Sources for alternative software
(versions available to run under MS-Windows)
Open Office: http://www.openoffice.org/

Firefox: http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/firefox/

Thunderbird http://www.mozilla.com/en-US/thunderbird/

OpenDisc: http://theopendisc.com/ (contains all of the above and many more)

Helpful information
Daily Telegraph Bootcamp
Visit: http://www.telegraph.co.uk/

Go to 'Digital Life' in the left sidebar and then 'Bootcamp'.
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